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Introduction

Over the last decade, social media, which is at the peak of freedom of expression, has gained immense popularity and importance. With more than 3 billion Twitter users and even more Facebook users, a lot of information is generated on these two platforms alone. Among other diverse topics, social media posts also include healthcare topics such as doctor’s review or a treatment protocol, and ‘adverse medical events reports.’ Though the Life Sciences industry acknowledges the influence of social media on people’s decision for healthcare services and product selection, there is a paradigm shift in its attitude after the regulatory authorities accepted social media as one of the sources of adverse drug events (ADEs) in February 2014. While social media, as a new source, added only 5-7% to the volume of ADEs, it opened a complex and challenging situation for the industry and regulatory stakeholders.

The researchers insist a need for innovation in order to identify adverse events in social media posts amidst the challenges. Possible solutions for processing adverse events (AE), adverse drug reactions (ADRs) or device incident reports within social media sources need to overcome all such challenges.

Challenges

While searching and processing adverse events, one can be faced with numerous challenges in vigilance of social media posts. Top most challenges that impose maximum limitations are large volumes of data, proportion of noise, diversity in content, expression, language and posting formats, non-textual content used as text, and use of symbols, emoticons and jargons. These challenges are extremely sensitive for the industry because the regulatory timelines are rigid, stringent and continuously restricting. Hence, filtering out actual and complete ADE reports from the social media, with nothing amiss, is a herculean task.

Data Volume and Noise

The first major problem is the volume of data and its major proportion being just noise. Pierce, C.E., Bouri, K., Pamer, C. et al. in their study demonstrated that out of almost a million of posts processed, there were only six potential adverse events identified. The second major challenge revolves around the unpredicted volume spikes. Several triggers classified under popular posts, popular links and sentiment drivers such as a mass event, price hike, or large number of posts by an influencer commonly trigger steep spikes in the posts’ volumes. Such situations remain unpredictable in terms of total volume of posts, volume of true case and false positive cases, noise and even intentionally posted negative material. In addition, noise comes through reposting of the same data by multiple users, either independently or with citation of the original content/author.

Great Diversity

Information on social media has a great diversity of content, language, jargon etc., which makes the information extraction process extremely difficult. We come across words such as ‘BTW,’ which is used as a common acronym to substitute ‘by the way,’ and also as an abbreviation for the preposition ‘between.’
Similarly, ‘W/o’ and ‘WO’ are used synonymously to indicate ‘without’. However, ‘W/o’ also stands for ‘wife of’, ‘which one’, and ‘was offending’ while ‘WO’ is used to denote ‘working in office’, ‘written off’, and ‘which outfit’. The reference is usually drawn from the context of the statement. 

**Need for Contextualization**

Contextualization is extremely important in processing social media posts. For example, “I am high” can have two different contexts; one of climbing over a hill or a staircase [meaning increasing altitude] and the other about taking a psychototropic or intoxicant material [meaning euphoric mood]. The changes in inferencing or figuring out the meaning of a statement based upon contextualization and spatial referencing can be one of the most critical aspects while resolving the social media processing errors.

**Emoticons and Symbol Sequence**

Often, a specific combination of symbols is used to create or represent an emoticon. For example, the serial combination ‘:’) is used to create a smiling face ‘😊’ or if not automatically converted, will be used to represent the same. Similarly, there are various combinations of symbols like ‘(‘ for 😞, the crying face and ‘;)’ for a wink. These symbol combinations are either not used or used in different contexts in the NLP, needing careful recalibration. The emoticons are not used in natural language and hence require special consideration. Despite standardization efforts in Machine Learning, the challenges arise from non-standard and uncontrolled use of images and emoticons, contexts, words and references. For example, the emoticon ‘( ♂ )’ denoting an angry bird is often misused with ‘😊 (•)’ to express a straight face or ‘:-’ to express a tick. Many a times, the text, special characters and symbols are used together to create a text art, which may often have little or no meaning. For example, ‘(●–●)’ is a combination of symbols, which is the same as the emoji 😊 with no different meaning. Often, there may be the use of some images, including faces to express sentiments. Many social media platforms and applications now have emoticon libraries, comprising images with specific meanings attached to each. All these require special learning by the machine through image-recognition ontology and rules.

**Geo-oriented Language Variations**

Sometimes, geographical variations in languages can pose complexity in processing the cases. For example, the use of phrases such as, ‘do the needful’ instead of ‘take required action’ is specific to India. A ‘bad shot’ is to substitute for ‘annoying actions’ specifically in the Philippines, and ‘Frigidaire’ the company name, is used in place of ‘refrigerator’ particularly in some parts of the US and Philippines. “Xerox” is used as an alternative to photocopy in Indian subcontinent. Another example of geography-specific language complexity is the use of double negation in the wrong context. This happens especially with non-English speaking population such as Spanish and Portuguese. For example, ‘I don’t know nothing’ is not a positive expression despite double negation. Hence, processing information originating from a diverse set of population with different styles and expressions is difficult.

**Variation in Spellings**

There are several words that are pronounced identically by most people but in writing, they are distinguished from each other by their spellings. For example, ‘colour’ in the UK is written as ‘color’ in the United States. The complexity of expression and spelling variation increases with social media. Idiosyncratic use of ‘hy’, ‘hey’, ‘hai’, ‘he’, and ‘hye’ for the greeting ‘hi’ is a social media jargon or slang.
and is not specific to a geography. Use of greetings like 'adieu' and 'au revoir' is common in social media posts. However, the use of 'ar' for 'au revoire' is an example of a dialect mixed with slang.

These challenges pose extreme limitations for processes like robotic automation. Using modern technology backed by Artificial Intelligence (AI), such as Machine Learning (ML) and Natural Language Processing (NLP), and getting the system trained with social media jargon/language and medical terminology, is a promising solution to all these challenges.

**Leveraging AI for Better Adverse Event Detection**

Leveraging AI for social media case processing is probably junction of a solution and a new problem. While AI helps mitigate challenges, it opens a new challenge of regulatory compliance and reasonable justification for rejection of a post.

There have been several studies with various focus points in medical products vigilance process, mainly oriented around exploring potential of AI. Here, we will discuss how social media posts can be processed with the use of AI and analogically find the diamonds from the coalmine. In order to process unstructured and complex information through social media, intelligence needs to come along with efficiency and scalability. In the case of human beings, the understanding comes from training and exposure. Similarly, the AI system understands through analysis of data and feedback loops. Social media is a big ocean of data, and it provides a big opportunity for us to implement an AI-based solution to arrive at the desired results. However, as AE processing is a highly regulated process, an optimum solution with validation and regulatory compliance can serve as the Holy Grail of AI-based AE processing in Social Media.

The use of NLP can easily auto-detect ADRs and derive sense out of social media posts, and filter out relevant information and contextualize as explained in the blog "Supervised & Unsupervised Learning for ICSR Processing." Machine Learning capabilities, using advanced algorithms, are being used evaluate the strength of ADRs in relation to what is being discussed in the social media post. Machine Learning techniques easily identify possible adverse events (AE) or adverse drug reactions (ADRs) by performing statistical data analysis and using pharmacovigilance data and is already in use.

**Thinking Ahead of the Problem: AI with Deterministic Approach**

The challenges, regulatory requirements and business prerequisites call for a solution that maintains the dynamic nature of machine learning for efficiency and rigid nature of process for compliance. Hence, a solution or a method to handle social media posts requires AI solution with justification trail. The proposed methodology has AI using a deterministic approach thoroughly trained and tested. There are three main steps in this method:

- Spatial contextualization mining and extracting unique records
- Appraisal and logical selection of potential posts of interest
- Use of strong ontology for high accuracy search and data transformation

**Spatial Contextualization for Mining Target Information and Identifying Unique Records**
For mining the information, there are multiple tools available in social media. In addition to the social media companies themselves making their data available for continuous monitoring, these tools allow data to be fetched into a system, which forms a “data lake” and can be used further. The first step of social media-based vigilance process is to identify the relevant information by putting an appropriate query on the data lake and fetching relevant information.

The first important step in data mining is to have a search strategy, which includes query terms and their synonyms or related words. The search query requires to correctly fetch all the posts that have even least probability of matching to the target outcome. In fact, a semantic search capability is among the best fit feature of any search engine for a business users as explained in the blog, Assessing Product Complaints and Ensuring Vigilance in the Pharma Industry Using Semantic Search. The capability of Machine Learning, which learns language, dialects, slangs, emoticons and jargons, aids to the query and helps identify all target posts. After the data of target posts is fetched, based upon some parameters, a significant number of duplicates are removed from the data, which commonly appears due to reposting of the same post, by multiple users (like re-tweets). When the unique records remain, we use the data for further processing.

An AI system processes natural language, extracts named entities from a post and encodes not just medical terms but sentiments expressed in the post. The post, after data identification, de-duplication and appraisal, is further processed to develop into a “case” and to populate all the required information in the vigilance database. In case of truncated record or snippets, the AI system visits the URL, fetches, and processes the complete web-based information. After completion of data extraction, the entire record is marked ‘completed’. The completion includes various processes such as derivations from formulae, determination on search outcomes, and algorithm-based decisions.

**Appraisal and Logical Selection of Posts for Processing**

While these capabilities apply to entire social media database, it still includes a large amount of data with a major proportion of noise. Therefore, second step of the solution should include identification of unique records and systematic appraisal with trackable justification of inclusion or exclusion of a particular post.

Appraisal is the process used by human beings to ensure selection of relevant information in large sources with least efforts. In context of social media posts, the appraisal process is used not only to make correct selection from the large amount of data, but also to create a trail of justification for the selected and rejected posts. With the adoption of social media-specific requirements—slangs, dialects, geo-specific lingual diversity, emoticon, image-based sentiment recognition, and ingestion of ontology—a customized NLP solution becomes ready for social media processing. It is imperative that our AI solution enables noise elimination (backed up by trail of justification) from the crawled data without missing out on a true positive case (completeness). In addition to fetching the correct information, the use of acceptable and validated methods is also essential. Figure 1 below provides a view of our in-house and unique appraisal system that meets all the requirements and is able to generate a record of posts along with their appraisal.
Use of Strong Unique Ontology

The AI solution requires to learn and be able to process social media cases appropriately. Based upon the rules, ontologies and configurations, the process of such learning can be expedited. The rules for de-duplication, appraisal, and ontologies specific to social media type are among the most important supervised learnings. At the same time, NLP capabilities are recalibrated to better understand slangs and emoticons based on the ontology. As we have seen above, slangs can often have multiple contexts for which the message is being conveyed.

In this method, various capabilities were developed to use the correct ontology, which in turn gets enriched with the reinforced learning. This method hence understands diverse content, including language, dialects, symbols, jargons and rapidly changing conventions, understanding of medical conditions and sentiment of the expressions etc. It also equips the solution with high speed processing, quick learning, immediate implementation and many more attributes to handle all major challenges. The AI system is able to distinguish between various terms in medical language or those that are coded as medical terms by contextualization etc. We have developed an in-house dictionary to address slangs, emoticons, and symbols in training of the solution meant for social media monitoring.

From Substance to Sublime – Example of the 3-step Method
The completion of record includes medical coding as well as assessment of relationship of event with the products etc. with correct context (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Social Media Case Processing with AI

This example is to demonstrate how social media processing with the proposed method has mitigated all challenges in processing the tweet “I took B****** [drug] last night….. think I am a lil [jargon] high [colloquial term for a medical term]”.

**Conclusion**

Social media has been embedded in our daily lives and has become a widely used and acceptable medium to discuss and exchange information on patient’s lives, drug intake, adverse events, or their observations. With the kind of challenges that are imposed by social media, the processing of social media based ADRs is practically not possible and feasible for human beings. In addition, understanding the challenges posed by noise, language, jargon, dialect and variations generates humongous information. Moreover, the diversity limits robotic or other transactional automations. Hence, the industry is striving to find a way to monitor and mine correct information from the social media, while remaining compliant with regulation.

The promising and viable solution to all these issues is deployment of a modern technology of Artificial Intelligence, with systematic and deterministic approach. In addition to machine Learning and Natural Language Processing capabilities, the method using Spatial and contextual inference, using rich ontologies, systematic Appraisal and makes the decisions based upon a deterministic algorithm and thus helping the system to remain compliant and validated for regulatory purposes.
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